ARCHIVE
CERAMICS AND LAND ART
1972 - 2001

Earth connection ceramic plates and vessels 1980 - 1981
Using mezzotint printing techniques to engrave into coarse clay. Pigments
sponged on, dried and then dusted off. Thin oversprayed glazes to bring
out colour, particularly using Nephaline Syenite matt glazes at 1260 C.
Exhibited at Cecilia Colman Gallery - London, Century Galleries - Henley,
and Salthouse Gallery - St.Ives.

Evolution plate. 1981. Engraved and fired with overlapping ash glazes to 1260 C. Shown
Packhorse Gallery, Bath 1981.

Flanged dishes with gold, platinum and coloured metal lustres. !980 1988.
Thrown twice, sanded surfaces with carved lines into dry clay. Dry
dolomite, ash and nephaline stoneware glazes sprayed on. Hand
painted lines and shapes . Multi - fired.
Exhibited at many galleries in UK, USA, Holland and Germany
including solo exhibitions at the Freehand Gallery , Los Angeles 1987,
1988 and Dorothy Weiss, San Francisco 1986.

Spiral vessel 1983. Cut lines in stoneware red clay with inlaid turquoise slip.
Casson Gallery, London 1983

Geometric vessels from 1987 - 1993.
Thrown, cut and rejoined vessels, sanded and multi-fired with layers of
slip, engobe and glaze. Applied metal lustres. Colour and line
contrasting/complimenting adjusted form. 1987 - 1993.
Exhibited at many galleries internationally with solo exhibitions in
California, New Mexico, Germany, Holland and UK.
Gold Medal 13th Biennale Vallauris. CPA membership. Workshops programme. Similar collected by The Keramion, Frechen; Kestner Museum,

Triform vessel. 1990K
Touring exhibition to Keramik-Museum of Frechen, (Solo).
Keramik-Museum of Kellinghusen, (Solo).
Kreissparkasse, Hannover, (Solo).

CERAMIC FORMS
DECONSTRUCTED AND RE-CREATED
1991-1997

Opening cone - deconstructed cone forms, extending the dynamics
beyond contained form. 1991 - 1993.
Thrown and altered with additions in slab; sanded surfaces in dry
clay. Multi-fired.
Exhibited Gelsenkirchen, Andrew Usiskin Contemporary Art, Hampstead, London.
Honourable Mention, 3rd International Triennale for Ceramics, Mino,
Japan

Sphere and triangle forms. 1995 - 1997. Air-born triangles meet earth-based
round containers. Interactions between primary forms seen as formal impacts
and surface disruptions.
Thrown forms with additions in slab. Masked for engobe and multi-glazed
finishes.
Solo exhibition Handwerkskammer of Cologne. (Ceramics & paintings) Opened
by Professor Reineking von Bock of Cologne Museum of Applied Art.
Silver medallist - Kutani Japan, International Biennial of Decorative Ceramics
1997

Relating forms 1993 -1995
Sectional constructed thrown forms as two pieces. Slips and glazes
built up in several firings. Some enclosed sculpture, some slice form
vessels.
Opening of Middlemiss Art Group, Gelsenkirchen
Museum of Langerwehe, Cologne, Germany.

Optical sculpture sometimes inset with copper, brass and Perspex pieces on
the theme of Fission/Fusion, polarity of form and surface, dissolution and
solidity, contrasting form and line. 1991 - 1994.
Thrown and altered or made in slab; sanded surfaces in dry clay. Multi-fired.
Exhibited at Leverkusen, Germany
Represented at International Contemporary Arte Fiera, Bologna.
Represented at New Art Forms, Chicago. October.
Chelsea Crafts Fair.
Cecilia Colman Gallery, London.

Ripple Sculptures. 1993-1998
Sectional sculptures of between 2 ft -10 ft high using the language of illusion and scale, and translating two to three
dimensional form. Original drawings were of 4-6 inches expanded by computer to actual height and made in slab clay
construction. Barium rich glazes and lustre on white stoneware body.
Exhibited at Biennial of Ceramic Art, Spiez, Switzerland 1996

Re-birth sculpture. New life from geometric to organic. 1998 - 2000 Influenced by experiences of ‘temple’.
Computer expanded images from small sketches to change scale. Hand formed egg form and found pebbles. Multi-fired
and lustred.
Galerie Graf Adolf, Germany.

HEADRESSES, BOAT VESSELS AND
POLARITY VESSELS
1994 - 2000

Headdress vessels 1996-1997.
Arising from ‘temple’ work. Multi-layered glazes with slips over
the top.
Cecilia Colman, London 1997; with theInternational Academy of
Ceramics

Boat Vessels
Influenced by figureheads and goddess vessels from other
cultures.
Thrown and reformed using polished clay, perspex and metals
as additions.
Exhibited at The Discerning Eye, Mall Galleries London.; Hart
Gallery, London; Visit for Renwick Alliance at studio in Lelant

Optical polarity vessels. Balance between contrasted
formal qualities, visual and tactile, illusionary and
physical, masculine and feminine.
Multi-fired with masked and sprayed glazes, slips
and metal lustres
Museum Fur Kunsthandwerk und Design,
Grassimuseum, Leipzig, Germany.
MathematiKeramik - DesignGeometrie, Berlin.
Exhibition with I.A.C. In Japan.

FUNCTIONAL WARE DESIGN
1998 - 2001

Prototypes of tea/coffee sets and jugs made for industrial development.
Thrown and altered stoneware. Multi - fired.
Shown at Museum Fur Kunsthandwerk und Design, Grassimuseum, Leipzig, Germany.

Optical tea -pots. Thrown and reformed with additions. Sanded surfaces in
dry clay. Multi-fired.
Exhibited at the 4th World Ceramic Biennale, 2007 Korea "design" 2007

Candle holders . Thrown and reformed . Multi- glazed with lustres.
Exhibited at “Le chandelier Ceramique” prix de la Ville do Carouge 2001

(all designs are only available under license from the artist)

‘temple’
Journey of the soul

‘temple’

“ I created a 45 foot installation of a “temple” as a response to an intuitive journey of re-membering and re-awakening the fragmentary
life forces that lie beneath the myth created by our personal histories. Processes developed over a three year period through meditations on the Tree of Life, regression, ritual and body memory and are shown as a walk-through exhibition of consecutive stages of the
journey. “
“As you awaken to your history, you will begin to open to your ancient eyes. These are the eyes of Horus (Egyptian falcon god of the
Astral self), which see not through the eyes of a human being but from the point of view of a god. They see the connectedness and
purpose of all things, for the ancient eyes are able to see into many realites and to connect the whole picture, the whole history. When
you open the ancient eyes within yourselves, you will not only be able to connect with your own personal history, you will be able to
connect with the planetary history, the galactic history, and the universal history.”
Bringers of the Dawn” by Barbara Marciniak
TEMPLE
(Latin templum, sanctuary, space marked for observation by an augur)
Psychology being the modern philosophy we are increasingly compelled to conduct our quest for greater meaning within the recesses of
our own consciousness, and sub-consciousness. Yet this introversion remains essentially a journey towards extroversion, an attempt to
define ourselves and our meaning in relation to a greater order of creation and creative force. Most human societies have felt the need to

focus this search upon sacred space, usually interpreted and articulated by intermediaries - the priestly caste - and it is through such an
interface that the encounter between human beings and the higher forces controlling their destinies has traditionally been enacted.
Against this backdrop the artist Jon Middlemiss acts as shaman in the sanctuary of his own work - Temple.
The role of the augur or exegete in interpreting aspects of the truth revealed within the sanctuary has often been an aspect of this
process, and it is in this role that I offer my own readings of the symbolic imagery contained within the Temple.
The installation comprises three interlocking sections. The plan of the Temple resembles an ancient glyph for the human form, a totemic
figure in its own right. The first, comprising ‘from the stars to the stars’ and ‘memories’ occupies the place of the feet and their grounding, the legs which support the whole and the reproductive organs. The second, ‘spiral and descent’ stands for the torso, seat of the
essential organs, including the heart. The third, ‘the dance’, resembles the head, seat of creative thought, with its radial projections surrounding it as a nimbus, the glory burst or sign of grace.
Middlemiss equates these spaces to stages of "an intuitive journey of reclamation": the first stage enshrines "memories of other cultures
and experiences that have arisen through recall"; the second is "a space of chaos and release"; in the third "new life emerges out of the
fire".
Journey is integral to destination, and Middlemiss’ work is still pursuing its odyssey of self-discovery, just as our human quest for truth,
divine or otherwise, goes ever onwards. One person’s journey is of empathetic meaning to us all and is seldom made more accessible
than through the medium of the arts. In broader cultural terms the personal glyph of Temple can be interpreted as stages in the human
journey and as symbolic of the way that societies and religions have expressed it.
The journey starts with the moment of genesis, ‘from the stars to the stars’, in the form of three figures: father, mother, child., the source
of identity in which we are initially grounded and where our myths of origin reside. Before them lies a ceremonial avenue of opposing
pillars, as megalithic as Avebury or Carnac. Upon these are placed the ‘memory figures’, totemic busts their geometric head-dresses and
vibrant colours recalling stately Aztec finery. This cultural resonance is particularly apposite, summoning up as it does the sacrifice of
the present to the past, in order to ensure the future. The cult of ancestor-worship and the celebration of genealogy is a common cultural
mode of synthesising individual and group identity and of enshrining myths of origin. Thus the early Anglo-Saxon dynasties traced their
ancestry back through historic group members to figures such as Caesar, thence to pagan Germanic deities, such as Woden, and,
following Christianisation back to Adam. In so doing they were siting themselves within their own communities and peer groups, laying
claim to legitimacy and the right to rule both as heirs of Rome and through the legacy of their forebears. Their need for human legitimisation is interwoven with that for the divine. This iconic capturing of the procreative life-force culminates at the end of the avenue with two
prominent busts on either side: ‘remember’ and ‘memories’. The masculine is represented by the active verb and the feminine by the
containing noun, embodying the tenet ‘women mourn that men may remember’. This duality of nature is emphasised by the materials
from which the pillars spring: coal and chalk, the stuff of which environmental memory is made, the fossilisation of millions of small lives.
Against this are set a number of glazed cases at the feet of the pillars. These contain codices displaying texts exploring the
role of the shaman: the performance of domestic and public ritual, the interpretation of signs, the invigilation of rites of passage, the
detached act of cleansing, of cutting through myth with a ceremonial knife to the heart of truth. For societies again feel the need to codify

their group memory, often embedded within religious scripture. This process of acquisition and enshrinement of knowledge as part of
an exploration of identity and definition of a belief structure can empower, but it can also constrain. For we are leaky vessels, as individuals and societies. Our memory is selective, as is our retention of knowledge on the shelves of the libraries of the world, and our
personal and collective myths of origin are made to serve our own agendas even whilst they are shaping them.
Whatever our received wisdom we feel the need to transcend it, to push forward the frontiers of experience, and to perpetually reinvent
the wheel - to experience things for ourselves. Endless repetition of the pains of the human condition can engender turmoil and disillusionment with the pillars of wisdom upon which societies rest. A need to destroy, to burn, to cleanse, to emerge phoenix-like from the
ashes is all too often expressed in the act of sacrifice, be it the burnt offering of Judaic ritual offered up at the Temple, the human blood
sacrifices of the Aztecs which flowed over the slopes of their ziggurats, the destruction of those sanctuaries themselves at the hands of
the Romans and the Conquistadors, or the ultimate sacrifice of the Godhead itself in Christianity. This need is expressed in ‘spiral and
descent’. Here order gives way to chaos in the dualism of destruction and sacrifice. Emotional trauma and environmental trauma are
combined in the creative cathartism of the burning of writings made by the artist over two and a half years. Amongst the ashes emerge
strange half-perceived forms and spirals redolent of the rock art of Newgrange and other Neolithic tombs, their fluidity bringing to mind
the cosmos and the life-giving force of water, the Celtic and Christian source of rebirth. The act of offering up what you have made, what
you have been, can give true life and meaning to the remote rituals of memory. To sacrifice is to make sacred and is also to liberate.
Through descent, be it the Harrowing of Hell, the crossing of the Styx, or transgression into the realm of the Sidh (the Celtic spirit world)
through the portals of chambered tombs and perhaps some fogous, resurrection and birth to new life is accomplished.
This sense of liberation, of the dawning of new ways of seeing, feeling and understanding, finds its outlet in ‘the dance’. Here attenuated
organic figures, which are the antithesis of the static ‘memory figures’, dance their way through a number of complex themes, probing
them as they go. At times it is a danse macabre, at others a joyous celebration of release.
The first of these is an elongated, constrained and strained figure with bird-like features. Its wings are clipped and it is held by nails to
the cross, which we are all called to bear. It emits a silent cry for release, yet its suppressed desire to break free seems itself an act of
betrayal, pinning it even firmer to its tether. The cockerel as symbol of betrayal (St Peter and the cock’s crow), of sacrificial victim and of
ultimate resurrection through sacrifice (again a Christian iconography) comes to mind.
The second is another tense piece in which two angular figures appear in confrontation, their penetrating, pointed heads engaging in a
dialogue of complicity in which victor and victim collude in their mutual plight and addictive aggression, oblivious to its impact on the
onlooker who is both implicated and excluded.
The third presents the human figure as wounded animal, a fragile being resorting to crawling on all fours, as it tentatively feels its way
along, its coccyx returning to the tail. The sticks at its core protrude through its wounds and provide an elemental link to the sycamore
offerings placed at the feet of the dance.
The fourth is ‘beyond fear’. A tall figure steps confidently, recklessly from trestle to trestle, his face turned expectantly to the heavens in
rapt contemplation. The words of Oscar Wilde, "we are all of us in the gutter, some of us are looking at the stars", ring in the
ears. His recklessness may stem from the breaks and bleeding wounds which reveal all too painfully that he has fallen before.
Was this due to misplaced confidence about to be repeated, or have such experiences led to the recognition that, in the parlance

of Celtic Christian spirituality, it is time to step aboard the boat with no oars, to caste oneself off as a peregrinus (exile for God) open to
the steering of a greater divine will?
The fifth is ‘dancing with the moon’. A lyrical, commedia del’arte figure describes an arc with her raised arms in a moonstruck act of
worship and communion. It encompasses the lunar cycle, the feminine deity of the moon supplanting the sun-god, Apollo, as the Celtic
lunar calendar supplanted its Neolithic solar counterpart. The steps of her dance lead her feet from a worn terrestrial steeping stone to a
water-worn one, as the ancient earth mother gave way to the renewing spirits of water.
The sixth repeats something of this theme, its figure stepping from a cube of worked wood to another in its natural state, a recognition of
the primeval at the core of the civilised.
The seventh is ‘stalking the shadow’ in which a dualistic figure combines features of penetration and submission. The artist may have
intended these as inherently masculine and feminine features, but the result is to suggest the attainment of a degendered difference, the
recognition that contradictory and complementary characters may reside in us all, irrespective of gender.
The eighth is an eclipse figure, in which sun and moon reflect the themes of the fifth and seventh pieces. Once again the sun is eclipsed by
the figure of the moon, as in the ancient cosmic religions of northern Europe. Yet in so doing the two, with their masculine and feminine
attributions, are inevitably merged into one.
The figures of the dance are complemented by symbolic gift offerings which bisect the plinths on which they stand to form a radiant,
radiating nimbus. The mainstays of this are ten sycamore trees which were ‘taken’ by the artist and stripped of their bark to reveal a
new energy and redefine themselves in a new spatial context. Clay and seeds taken from the artist’s parental farm in Yorkshire. Bark,
humus and hazelnuts confirm the link back to the earth and its fertility. The pieces of clay are each impressed with rune-like symbols of
memories and are surrounded by stones collected when his mother died. Tufts of wool also appear, again collected at the funeral of the
artist’s sheep-farmer father. Semi-precious stones are also there, as gifts from others. One other element should be mentioned - the
feathers fastened to nails, recalling the first figure of the dance. We all need to recognise what our binding nails are, to own them
without judging them, and thereby to liberate them.
Thus the journey has returned to its starting point. But the experiences gained en route have been assimilated and have engendered a
new creativity. Self knowledge and self determinism are not the destination, they are an integral part of the ongoing journey.
Michelle P. Brown, Curator of Manuscripts, British Library

‘temple’
The installation

‘from the stars to the stars’
The entrance to the ‘temple’ signified by the Inner Family. Engraved ceramic using
acrylic washes. Porcelain cups. . Coal and chalk.
Shown at Hotbath Gallery Bath 1999, supported by Arts Council, Falmouth College
of Arts and City of Bath College.

‘memories’
The ‘temple’ pathway passes from the Inner family between a black border of
coal and a white border of chalk , inset with alternated pillars of white and black
on which stand ‘memory figures’ looking inwards. By their bases are chapters
from a book of regression memories from different times and places. Each book
has a powerful emotional keynote, often of sacrifice and death.
Shown at Hotbath Gallery Bath 1999, supported by Arts Council, Falmouth College of Arts and City of Bath College.

‘temple’ is an exploration of the soul’s journey throughout an evolution. In ‘memories’ I used auto hypnotic regression to visit
times in the past to observe the dynamics of patterns that were repeated in different ways. Many former lives had the common
theme of attempts to find my place in different societies in which I was allowed to be myself, as well as to serve the greater
good. However, in many instances I found myself in repressive situations and after a long period of compliance rebelled and
ended up paying with the ultimate price of my life.
Each experience took me to the end of that life - one back to pre-Columbian South America, one back to India. There were
many more, but here are two examples.
I am seeing jungle…. central America… rainforest... narrow leafed trees, bamboo, ... a temple in the deep woods. Sandstone
with rain marks from the top of the walls… black and sand coloured.... a place of ritual sacrifice...
We are collecting large rubber-plant type leaves in the forest. My brother and I are only young... we are working around
one tree, stripping off the lower leaves. The sap at the base of the leaf when broken off is clear but sticky, transparent... and
when we put it to the mouth, (which we are not supposed to do!) it is sweet, but slightly numbing.. we get black lips...
Baskets of leaves are taken to a clearing along a small track. They are then put into large loosely woven twig baskets. At
the big basket are three priests or shamans. Darker leaves go into one basket, paler into another. It is for the festival.... I
return again and again... we work further from the clearing.
Returning home in the evening... another clearing... an air of expectancy... women pulp the leaves rhythmically pounding
them, pausing to occasionally suck one... followed by raucous laughter. I see my mother who glances back at me, but turns
when our eyes meet... we have been preparing for about three weeks with our master....
(This is taking place just before an important event, so I need to go back in time to witness the earlier preparations.)
"Aawonsha"… a name called out... Stories are being told.. frightening but beautiful stories acted out by our "teacher"... I am
sitting on the floor of a long hut... long building...watching as he dances, with flames… magical... the "magician" shaman
runs through from one side of the building and out through the other with a flaming torch...a pause and he runs back
through again... we all laugh... It is frightening but exciting… He then runs down between us with the torch and out through
the back of the building... then back through to the front... he is the fool... asking us whether we want him to throw it up and
catch it? "YES!" we all shout!.. We love it...
And then three shamans, dressed differently, more solemn, walk in from the left and stand in front of us... they are looking
around and then pick out some of us.... We stay and move to the front... we must listen... this is not to be told to anyone else.
We are all boys of eight to twelve years old. There are twelve or thirteen of us. We are each given a stick and a leaf, and
there is a small jar of crushed berries. We must rub the stick onto the leaf and then suck it. Again and again... I am told I'm
not rubbing my leaf hard enough... stick into the berries... now I am rubbing harder, chewing the stick more... I have a bad
tooth and it isn't so easy. Stinging taste. Now one shaman comes back to look at me... no longer disappointed with me...
looking into my eyes, opening them with his hands, and I see into him. I see his solar plexus bouncing around as he laughs...
bouncing lines of energy, spirals… round and round. I am so thirsty... my mouth is parched, my eyes stare... I look at all
three of them... we are ready. They sit together in front of us, cross-legged... and start talking. I just see images everywhere,
images that are like the sounds from their voices...

...a story of a huge forest fire... I am in the dark. The fire rages above me on the hillside... then in front of me I see the eyes of
jaguar staring deeply into me... he will carry me away from the fire... I am suddenly on his back, holding on... we race. we
speed through the night from the fire to a lake where he dives in.... I float... I see heat, mist rising from the lake. Jaguar is on
the other side... his deep eyes stare at me… sitting... waiting for me to cross... I swim towards him and emerge next to him...
I am out of the water and hug him... round his strong neck… tinged with fear, but reassured. Turning round we watch the
searing flames come to the waters edge... rising hundreds of feet up into the canopy, but not touching us. We sit... my jaguar
has saved me. I have such a tremendous affection for him now... I owe my life to him…
... "owe my life to him..." (echoing in my head )
… he has my life, and I can never die now. I sit, we watch... the dream, the story... is going… the scene fades against the
dress of the shaman priest who is kneeling in front of me... offering a drink to my parched lips... my thirst is overwhelming...
the drink is a sweet coconut flavour… and I am suddenly very tired... I lie on the earth floor of the building to sleep. All my
friends are near somewhere... sleep, sleep...
In the dream I am the jaguar. I am hunting, but instead of catching anything I jump into a tree, climb a tree - higher and
higher, up into the tree... I have a long way to go up into the canopy... moss and lichen and plants in the tree... up and up
until I am sitting looking down. I am grunting, calling, resting... waiting... watching the stream below and sounds of people
approaching down below... one looks up, it is me! I am looking up at jaguar who is also me looking down. I smile at jaguar.
No one else notices him... And again I am looking into jaguar's eyes... spiralling around... jaguar stands, I stand...looking
through his eyes through the tree-tops, past monkeys, out into the evening sky - howling... I see the moon rising, a partially
eclipsed moon, on the full moon, but three-quarters eclipsed... howling, calling... parrots fly past through the evening air...
... I climb higher in the tree ... up to the top... howling calls, until I am high above the canopy... the moon is calling me. I walk
through the air towards the moon... closer and closer... now I am flying... winged jaguar... I must reach the moon before the
eclipse is over, I must reach the moon... closer and closer, colder and colder... flying until I reach her just as the eclipse is
complete
And then I go inside her... like a huge tunnel lit at the far end... flying through the tunnel... the blinding light flickering,
swirling.. I can see ... my eyes... flames and heat... It is the shaman/priest shining a light into my eyes... I wake up in the
building...
Laughter... laughing, always laughing... he always laughs with a sharp metallic sound... heh...heh...
...now he stoops on his haunches, the squared apron dropping over his knees. He is listening to our dreams in turn.
Sometimes he asks very peculiar questions, diving in, probing. Then it is my turn. I tell him of jaguar... he watches me... he
listens carefully.. he is dancing up and down... gliding, smiling, floating with my dream story... I am so pleased... so pleased I
have the story he wants...
Then he claps his hands and the room empties except for three of us. He looks at us with deep staring eyes... seeing past us,
through us... then he laughs to put us at ease, before resuming an intent scrutiny of our energy. All the lines and colours of
the aura around us. He mutters something to himself and turns away. He is still, silent... we wait...
...waiting...

...he drops to the floor muttering, then long howls and his body jerks spasmodically... he shakes and moves around a little,
twisting on hands and springing from his haunches... we are frightened, but watch... then he is burning something, heating
something... smoke & acrid fumes...burning bones, the smell of burning hair... he shouts... more burning hair... then a jar of
smoke, sweet and slightly sickly...
Soon he looks out of the door into the forest and hums, calls, hums... with alternate open and closed mouth. He swings the
burner around... then makes a deep call from his belly which goes up to a nasal whine... silence... looking up into the forest
hillside, up into the canopy of trees... and then again... until we hear a roaring cry from the woods. He twists and moves in a
strange way across the floor to the door... and then he calls from belly to nasal whine again...
silence...
... but he is moving around again hurriedly, collecting a thick material scarf to go around his head and neck. We too are
given sweet smelling scarves... wrapped around our necks...
He beckons... we follow him out of the door across a patch of open grass into a woodland path... following his jerky
movements… until we are near a river. We sit on the bank, but he is restless, moving to and fro... throwing something into
the river and howling... he chants, crumpled up on his haunches, chanting and snorting... until he suddenly freezes!
...on the other side of the river in the gloom is the jaguar, from nowhere, looking at us...
The shaman/priest clenches his teeth at jaguar and breathes in and out three times quickly.. the jaguar growls and grimaces... the shaman breathes a long slow nostril breath and jaguar pricks up his ears... staring hard from the other side of the
river, then flattens his ears and suddenly swings round and vanishes into the thicket...
Our shaman gives a high howling cackle and we all join in as it turns into a chant, which again comes from high inside his
head...
Now I am apprehensive, sorry to see jaguar go, desperate to get back from the forest... so together we run back noisily to
our building... Inside we dance around and spin, following the shaman, excited, laughing and crying... he is so special, "the
one who commands jaguar". We are part of his family... we must keep jaguar happy... we will do what shaman wants of us...
I look into his eyes, I trust him....
***
The day is here. There is anticipation and apprehension. I see small people with hair combed and separated carefully into
ribs... drumbeats and squealing bagpipe noises. There are broad leaves of plants to my left as I stand looking along a
grassed broad pathway... there are flame torches on the left side... I am reluctant to move forward... exhausted with the
days of hallucination... preparation... expectation...
I want to turn back... but four people guide me forward... There are flames inside a low building and black smoke... I feel
surges of fear…
Between a row of stone figures... drawn in procession... I am sweating... cold but sweating... only a thin white garment...
thick black smoke... watching flames burning oil on a huge stone slab...
No!

I come to our shaman/priest who stands facing us in the middle of the pathway... He raises his hands. I am suddenly calm
in his presence... totally at his command. I am entrusted to him, I love him, I know I love him... I am doing this for him... for
his love... I need his love ... a terrible pleading fills my heart...
The people are on either side of the temple walk... I am still calm, but my body is quaking! I am two people inside... I go past
the priest... and walk on… drumbeats... I must go on...I am alone, I am aware of all the people watching me... I must go on...
... I cannot go on!
... but I must go on... Heavy yellow fat drips down from the plinth steps of the temple on all sides... thick icicles of fat... the
heat is pouring out at me. I have only to go as far as the two giant stone heads on either side of the steps... they are calling
me. Once I reach them I know I will be alright… I have to keep walking towards them in the searing heat... my body is going
on its own.
... now I am floating above watching the scene. Separated, I am separated... my body moves towards the heads... hypnotized... moving on... the flames catch fire to the robe.... !
... I hear shouting, crying... I look at my body which is shouting and crying, a strange unearthly shouting., and the feeling of
wrenching fills me.. it has begun to burn, it is past the stone heads going into the flames... but now... I am further away, high
above looking down, watching it collapse on the steps, burning. I am higher, up in the air...
Far below the shaman/priests voice becomes distant as though behind a screen... I vaguely see the other two are following
me... I am drifting... wings... the sacred bird... I am in the claws of the sacred bird... I am cold again... and then I suddenly flip
into a horizontal feeling... I have gone flat like a plate ... then like a swirl in the water... and then there is a thunderous
electrical noise! ... and... nothing...
... nothing... nothing... and then…
... an image of my mother...
... nothing...
... my mother sitting in a hut... my mother... !
...sitting and crooning and rocking in a little hut... a stove... a pot on the stove... she looks from her open doorway up into the
trees... rocking, rocking...
...she is in prayer, an incantation, tears on her face... my mother... ! I drift around in front of her unseeing eyes... "I'm back
mother... !", but she sees straight through me to the trees, the hillside.. and a distant pall of smoke rising over the hilltop...
...and behind me is the golden jaguar! Alive... ! My friend... black & gold. He is calling me... I must go, torn from the woman
who I loved so much... ! Goodbye mother... ! emotion fills my being... terrible emotion... She does not hear me... I must go
with jaguar.
I follow him through a wall of the hut to the side into darkness... holding on to him again. I am howling, long deep howls...
running deeper and deeper into the dark forest, past unearthly ghosted families in the woodland, the lost souls with vacant
eyes...
...on and on to where I stand on a cliff top with clouds beneath me... clouds rising up to the cliff top where I stand next to
jaguar. In front, low above the clouds the gentle orange rays of the early sun... the warm and dear sun once more filling my
heart...

... I must leave jaguar... I turn to him... now he seems so normal again... a wild animal... without the extraordinary power he
had... Quietly he turns and disappears and parting from him I drift off the cliff top... once more towards the sun... the return
journey... and again I feel I have done this so many times before...
...it's peaceful again...
...higher and faster...higher and faster...faster and faster...into the silent and welcoming light…
The regression was painful and left me emotionally exhausted. I had been in a deep trance like state for a long time before
writing it out. It had exposed me to the irresolvable dynamics of a time I didn’t understand with echoes of my life now.
After the experience I meditated on the importance of protecting childhood and only offering experiences when a child is ready
for them; the importance of love in the service of anything that is spiritually oriented, and the need to never exercise power in
the name of religion.
BENARES
... I am here early, before the morning has broken, next to the steps of a large municipal building somewhere in Benares,
India.. These are really clean and well brushed steps, and I gaze at them for a little while. The early sun is coming up over
Jain temple buildings to the east, casting a large shadow. The sounds of the street coming to life are all around me. It is so
cold that the early sun is very welcome, so I just soak in the warmth... I am wrapped in a shawl, which was once white but
is now very dirty. There is nothing on my feet... I have long black hair and I know I am a girl of about six or seven. I will be
begging by this step for some time today especially when the people come to this building…
... I turn to see my friend coming over the road …what a feeling of relief that she's still alive after a cold night ...she too is
very dark skinned with bedraggled hair and wrapped in an old sari ...there is a lot of dust coming up from the road. White
oxen in pairs pull a cart past...
... as she joins me my heart warms to be near her again ...
... Later, I am watching as feet wearing sandals are going up the steps near to me. I am looking up and whispering for
money or food... They just go on up into the building and eventually a door is closed. After waiting all morning my heart
sinks again, no food or money... I am too tired, hungry and weak to cry and my heart has sunk so low... Maybe Jala and I will
die tonight ...my knees are shaking, my body is trembling though the sun is now high in the sky ...I just can't warm up today
…
...remembering…
.. I see a row of men sitting besides a dusty road looking up at the passing traffic, hoping that someone will stop and pick
them up for a day’s work. They sit in a row, and I see my father among them. He has a strange eye and though he is well
built, he doesn't get work. They just sit there....
... My mother "lives" in a cold stone building with heavy rugs on the floor …down by the waterfront. Every morning my
father climbs the hill from the riverfront to sit besides the road for the chance of work, and I also climb with him to
sometimes beg. I am aware that I am their only child, now... climbing up the hill is hard... maybe because I am weak.
Looking back I see that the haze caused by fires makes a dirty cloud over the city... all around is painfully cold and dirty.

When I find it hard to climb the hill my father holds my hand and I feel he realizes I am so thin and weak that there is
nothing left of me. In the place we live, mother will spin wool, the very cheap coarse brown wool that can only be made
into sacks, but which must firstly be spun. When she has finished a fleece she will take it down to get another and enough
money to buy one or two breads from a man who burns a charcoal fire nearby. Each fleece takes days to do, and she must
carry the huge bag on her back when she returns. She also buys for a friend who lives next door and who also spins, but is
unable to carry the fleeces. The other woman has no family. I am the only child in this small stone courtyard.
But now I am aware that my parents can't look after me any more, and instead of the long and painful journey up from the
river, my father has told me to stay with my friend Jala... he left me in the old back-streets near the temples and places of
administration. Here I sleep out inside a small archway under a flight of steps... sometimes there are several of us
…huddled together like bats.
... my father is no longer at the roadside. The men hadn't seen him for some time ...one said something about a stone-mason
taking him on, that there had been a lot of work to do, that my father wasn't paid, that there was an argument, that he had
died under a load of stones which had fallen on top of him. The man shook his head... I also believed the stones had been
pushed onto him!
... my mother isn't there. Inside the stone building there is just emptiness …no one comes or goes. I have no mother, and
there isn't anyone to ask about her... I look down beside a large waterwheel into the black water. Did she fall? Did she die
and someone just push her body into the water? I have a huge emptiness inside as I look down. It is beyond tears. I am
alone.
... and so here I am begging next to the steps of the great stone building with Jala.
A man with a bowler hat and stick comes up to the steps. He has a white face and is quite big and looks well fed. He looks
down at me with some curiosity, and stooping down with his hat off he beckons for me to come forward a bit. His hand is
held open with a few rupees in it, which he leans forward to give me - he has a kind face. Behind him another man in a suit
and hat also comes up the step, but he prods the first man, as much as to say " we don't give them anything" and together
they argue a little before walking up into the building without leaving me anything.
All this is just as it is. I know and accept that this may be my last day, and I sit and look across at the temple opposite
wondering why people go in there, why so much seems to go on in there? I know that there is nothing in there, because
Jala crept in once, and came back to say there was a lot going on, but no food. Why does it make people happy to go in
there?
Maybe Jala will live and I will die, maybe she will find a family who will take her to work for them. Maybe I won't see that
opportunity. Jala's always more optimistic than me and I do love her even when we have nothing to eat or talk about.
Sometimes her body just feels warm next to mine and that feels good.
I'm aware the sun is starting to go down and that I am still shivering but that I feel calm. I am just waiting and watching the
light on the distant clouds, as the end gradually approaches.

‘spiral of descent’
Embers after the fire had burnt the ‘memory’ writings. Stories
attached to posts before burning. Identity is released from the
past and its memory sacrificed to be re-born into the present.
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‘the dance’
The ‘temple’ pathway rises out from the flames of the ‘spiral
of descent’ to engage with the rawness of free emotional expression through movement and nature. The rite of passage
gives birth to new life.
Hand formed clay figures moulded round sticks, then smoke
fired. Peeled bark sticks, seeds and clay from my childhood
farm. Nails and found objects located during the ritual work.

‘re-birth’
At the heart of the dance and
leading it out of the installation
is a childhood piece made from
the ashes of all the rituals added
to clay and fired once. Around its
base are memories of my
childhood experiences on the
farm cut individually for each
memory, mixed with stones from
the walls there.

WILDERNESS LAND ART
2002 - 2004

TRELISSICK
THE DANCE
Following ‘temple’ two outdoor
projects continued the rite of passage.
The first was at the National Trust
Trelissick gardens in Cornwall, where a
short residency led to introducing the
wilderness of the ‘shelter belt’ of trees
surrounding the grounds into the
ornamental garden as stripped wood
sculpture.

WILDERNESS - THE DANCE
The second installation was at Kemyel Crease Cornwall Wildlife Trust
nature reserve on the coastal footpath. It used reflective minimal interventions using found materials in the immediate proximity,
expressing archetypal stages of a journey along the pathway from one
end of the reserve to the other.

" ... an entrance threshold in an earth tunnel...
a doorway to a garden of fertility and childlike perception...
crossing the river and rising to power and sovereignty...
a journey into exile and the underworld...
the alchemy of bramble and thorn formed into the wings of aspiration...
a transmutation of elements...
and the gateway to Eden... "

NEW CERAMICS AFTER TEN YEARS.
2011 - CURRENT

“Soft Fold 1” Vessels and sculptural forms.
Thrown, sections cut and reformed. Each piece is sanded inside and out, given several
coats of vitreous engobes, slips and glazes before being refired with lustres and on-glazes.
Exhibited in Dubai, France, London and other UK galleries.

“Immersion Veils 1”. Stoneware. Multi-glazed and multi-fired . Gold lustre rim. Private
collection

“Turning Towards”. Stoneware. Multi-glazed and multi-fired .

PAINTINGS OF YORKSHIRE
2014 - CURRENT

“Autumn Light in the Ravine".

